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Abstract

The recent need for web connectivity in the embedded systems domain and in particular the In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI), has fired discussions about the integration of HTML components in these systems. This need derives from the growing market demands that could be met by more dynamic IVI systems. In this thesis we present a methodological framework that connects the different stakeholders’ interests, for different software quality characteristics of a product, with the optimisation decisions taken during the product development. We validate the proposed framework with an industrial example at Mecel AB, where we extend Mecel’s Populus, an industrial HMI tool suite, with an HTML component that uses the WebKit rendering engine. The purpose of this extension is to enable Populus to render HTML content which is already available through the Internet or content which can be developed and saved locally as HTML pages. In both cases the benefit is the quick and easy access to new content. After extending the product we apply a market driven approach for selecting the optimisation methods and techniques that could be used to enhance the software quality of the integrated product, based on the market needs. We implemented 3 optimisation techniques and we measured the framerate and the changes in lines of code, which were the identified metrics connected with the most important software quality attributes according to the stakeholders. The proposed methodological framework aims to aid developers in similar domains in making market driven optimisation decisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The software development process is usually influenced by factors like the market needs and the stakeholders’ objectives. Thus it is considered important to gain a clear understanding about their needs and goals increasing the chances of the product to satisfy their expectations [KS07]. In our case study we are dealing with the case of developing and later on optimising a new feature for a product in the domain of the In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) embedded systems. Thus we are interested in identifying the several stakeholders’ needs in order to proceed with the optimisation of the product accordingly. This task can often be challenging because of the large number of stakeholders to elicit requirements from and the large number of requirements that they have, with varying level of detail and quality [BD07]. For this reason we have selected to develop a market-driven framework for capturing the optimisation needs of the stakeholders.

In our case study we worked on the example of an IVI system that we wanted to extend with a new HyperText Markup Language (HTML) rendering functionality. Generally the literature captures the tendency for web connectivity in the embedded systems domain. Nowadays many mobile devices, home entertainment systems, and IVI systems are connected to the web. Most of them have integrated web browsers (rendering engines) [IGB12]. Currently the expectations of multimedia content delivery methods grow rapidly [GMM+11], thus browsers are the preferred choice for an application runtime environment [IGB12]. Such applications as well as the need for high display quality and improved processing power have introduced a need for hardware graphics accelerators optimised for mobile devices [Ols08]. For this reason many Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs) for embedded systems, ranging from smart-phones to TVs, are implemented in HTML5. Standards like HTML5 and WebGL are used to provide high performance
platforms for interactive graphics applications on most mobile devices [GMM+11, MF12].

Although there are many similarities in all the aforementioned embedded systems different application domains require special handling. For example, as [IGB12] explains, on many embedded systems the applications consume little to no resources when they are put in the background. However in IVI systems the processes and applications are assigned a predefined amount of resources to ensure the functionality of the basic features in every occasion. A browser in such a system has to be functional in this restricted environment. Thus it is obvious that in such cases further optimisation and hardware acceleration techniques are important to ensure an appealing user experience.

1.1 The Problem

The problem which triggered this study is the need for implementation and optimisation of an HTML rendering engine in a graphical user interface for ARM-based (Acorn RISC Machine) and x86 platforms. Specifically for the needs of the study the Mecel Populus Suite will be used, which is a product for developing graphical user interfaces for embedded systems of the automotive market. As already mentioned the embedded devices have shown a tendency to connect to the web and Populus is one of them in the IVI domain. The next step to achieve this need for connectivity is the integration of these systems with web browsers. Such an integration would add value to the product increasing its competence in the automotive domain.

The outcome of this integration will be focused in specific software quality attributes (e.g. portability and performance), which will be introduced in the form of a framework through an investigation both on the market needs and the experience of the software engineers working with the product. The goal of this framework will be to investigate the most important quality attributes that should be optimised based on the captured market needs. The study will be of high industrial interest for Mecel but will also stand as a proof of concept for the optimisation possibilities of rendering engines in the IVI domain, using the introduced framework.

1.2 Research Questions

The focus of this thesis is to present a framework for optimising embedded systems according to the market needs. Thus the major goals are to capture the stakeholders’ needs and understand
how they affect the product integration and optimisation decisions. These goals are stated in the following research questions.

- RQ1: How can market needs be used to identify important software quality attributes?
- RQ2: How can the optimisation process of a product be driven by the software quality attributes from RQ1?

1.3 Outline

In Chapter 2 we provide the background information on Mecel’s tools, tools for extending Populus with a web rendering engine, and generally an introduction to background terms which will be used as part of this thesis work. Chapter 3, provides details on the implementation of the product that we based our case study on. The thesis work required the integration of the Populus tool with a web rendering engine, that afterwards would be optimised based on our framework. So Chapter 3 presents information on the implementation process that was a prerequisite for our study. In Chapter 4 we present the framework that we suggest and we describe in details the methodology that has been followed. Chapter 5 presents the results of our case study as well as an analysis of these findings. Then in Chapter 6, we provide some related studies, explaining their similarities and differences with our work. The discussion of the paper (see Chapter 7) is divided in subsections, according to the research goals, while limitations and recommendations are also discussed. Finally in Chapter 8 we sum up the findings of our study and in Chapter 9 we make proposals for future work.
Chapter 2

Background

In this section we are going to introduce the relevant tools and the technological background for understanding this thesis’ content. Due to the fact that the thesis was conducted at Mecel, Mecel’s Populus Suite has been used and is introduced in this section. Additionally we provide information about rendering engines which are used in common web browsers. Moreover we define the word framework as used in our approach and we introduce the concept of market-driven development. Finally we present information about the ISO Quality Model which was used in our framework.

2.1 Mecel’s Populus Suite

Mecel Populus Suite is a complete tool chain for designing, developing and deploying user interfaces for distributed embedded systems. It consists of Populus Editor, which is used to create an HMI (layout and logic) and store it in the HMI database, and Populus Engine, which renders the contents of the database and shows the outcome on the cluster or screen of the vehicle. The engine itself can be connected with other applications, both internal and external, through the Open Display Interface (ODI). The ODI is a communication protocol that allows applications to use the vehicle displays through the Populus Engine. [Mec12]
2.2 Rendering Engine

The purpose of a rendering engine is to transform specific content, such as a scene model, into a format that can be displayed (e.g. image). [HW11] In web browsers such software is being used to render pages (HTML/XML) with certain rules (CSS). Several rendering engines exist nowadays and in Figure 2.1 we can observe their mapping to the common web browsers. Moreover in Figure 2.2 we see the market share of those browsers in mobiles and tablets which are a large portion of the embedded systems domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Web Rendering Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple Safari</td>
<td>Webkit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Internet Explorer</td>
<td>Trident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla Firefox</td>
<td>Gecko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Chrome</td>
<td>Blink (Webkit fork)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>Blink (Webkit fork)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.1: Browsers – Engines**

**Figure 2.2: Mobile Browsers’ Market Share [Sha13]**
From Figure 2.2 we observe that more than 90% of the current browsers in mobiles and tablets are using the Webkit rendering engine or an engine based on it (Safari, Android Browser, Chrome, Blackberry and Opera Mini after February 2013 [Sof13]). Due to its clear market share advantage we decided to use the Webkit rendering engine for our implementation. Since it is an open source software, Webkit provides various ports under a GNU Lesser General Public License and the one we chose for this thesis is the WebkitGtk+. In the main page of WebkitGtk+ it is stated that most small or large scale projects can be developed using this particular port and also that there is a big community behind the port that supports and maintains it. [Tea13]

2.3 Framework Definition

As stated in [Wie96] a definition of a framework for system development, that fits well to our approach and the framework we present in this thesis, has been given in [RSBG84]. According to this definition, a framework is structured based on an aggregation hierarchy; "At each level of the hierarchy, a sequence of tasks is defined that can be constructed as a division of requirements determination and conceptual modelling into subtasks, and a merging of the resulting steps." [RSBG84]

2.4 Market-Driven Development Objectives and Stakeholders

There are two different approaches for developing a software product based on the type of the market. The customer specific development, also found as bespoke or contract driven, and the market-driven development, known also as packaged software or commercial off-the-shelf [Sve11]. The basic difference between these two approaches is their objectives. For example the objective of Market-Driven development is to attract a wide range of customers and thus is interested in gathering requirements from multiple sources than focusing on one single customer [BD07].

However the lack of a real customer has an impact on the requirements elicitation and analysis processes. The reason is that these processes need to identify new sources of input data, like potential users, who are people that are expected to fit the profile of the product users, [Pot95, SSK99] and internal stakeholders like for example from the marketing department of the company or even external sources like trade publication reviews. [CB95] A benefit of the
market-driven approach that makes it interesting for this case study is the positive influence in the development of new innovative products [Kwa96].

2.5 ISO Quality Model

In this thesis, the ISO/IEC 25010 has been used as a tool for defining the product quality. This standard is an international standard for software product quality measurement, a revision of ISO/IEC 9126 [ISO01], issued in 2011 [ISO11]. The ISO/IEC 25010 standard defines a quality model that comprises of eight product quality characteristics and 31 subcharacteristics (see Figure 2.3). [ISO10]. According to [KvST97] this kind of definition of quality characteristics can be used as part of a design contract and especially in cases of complex embedded systems, it usually contributes to a set of well worked out requirements. For the rest of this thesis whenever we refer to the ISO we mean the ISO/IEC 25010.

![Figure 2.3: ISO Quality Model [ISO10]](image-url)
According to [Sve11], other standards for quality requirements are described in [Lau02] and [DT90]. Also based on [Bar11, WLM05] other examples of quality models include McCall’s quality model, Boehm’s quality model, Dromey’s quality model. However it is out of the scope of this thesis to analyse further the existing quality models.
Chapter 3

HTML Component Implementation

In order to test our framework we worked with Mecels Populus Engine which needed an extension for an HTML component. There was no previous implementation of such a component except from an attempt to use the Chromium Embedded framework in a Windows based system. The goal of this extension was to enable the rendering of HTML content. The rendering engine we chose is WebkitGTK+. The task consisted of a simple implementation along with a build system similar to the one of Populus Engine.

3.1 Architecture

As mentioned above we had to create the HTML extension of the Populus Engine. For this reason we began by designing the architecture of the extension to make sure that the two rendering engines (Webkit, Populus Engine) can be combined. The Webkit rendering engine is capable of rendering HTML content and we used GTK windows to show the results of the rendering. On the other side Populus Engine is also a rendering engine that displays content on the HMI display. In order to connect the two rendering engines we used a shared pixel buffer. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Implementation Process

For achieving the connection between Populus and Webkit we had to run both rendering engines in separate threads. In the first thread Webkit loads the HTML page into an off-screen window.
By using GTK signals whenever a change occurs in that window, a function is called to write the new pixel set into a pixel buffer. Afterwards a global flag is set to true so that it is known that the pixel buffer contains new data.

In parallel the second thread running Populus Engine is checking periodically, based on the framerate, if there is new content to be displayed. When the flag becomes true the pixels from the pixel buffer are copied in a shared memory image buffer. After this process Populus Engine renders the contents of the shared memory image on the HMI display. Since the only shared object between the two threads is the pixel buffer the implementation is free from deadlocks. The whole implementation process can be seen in Figure 3.2 below.
Figure 3.2: Implementation Process
Chapter 4

Methodology

To perform our study, we used three different research methods; a set of semi-structured interviews with stakeholders to collect input data for our study, a case study to capture the optimisation possibilities of a rendering engine into an HMI suite and a set of experiments validating that certain optimisation techniques improve the quality characteristics of our test cases, which are based on the input data. The goal for using these three research methods was to establish good knowledge on the domain and achieve triangulation of our data [Joh03, RH09]. In this chapter we will present the methodological framework that we propose and the methodology followed during our case study.

4.1 Framework

The basic idea of this framework is to capture the market needs using a solid methodology and then analyse them properly in order to come up with optimisation techniques and the importance of their application based on the market needs.

The framework starts by capturing the existing or potential market needs and the stakeholders’ specific requirements. To achieve this a number of semi-structured interviews is suggested to be performed with different internal and external stakeholders [SGR+12]. Then we should analyse the data from the interviews and form a number of functional and quality requirements capturing their stated needs into an informal requirements specification document. At this point it should be taken into consideration that requirements engineering in market-driven software development is a challenging task and thus in order to achieve specification documents of good quality,
attention is required [KDR+07]. For this reason it is suggested that a well fitting template for the requirements elicitation phase should be used (for example see [GW05]), to ensure that all useful information is documented.

After the elicitation/documentation of the requirements, we should identify commonalities between them and form groups with similar characteristics. The difficulty in this grouping is the fact that in market-driven development the different stakeholders often express their requirements using different terminology and state their needs in different abstraction levels, including direct and indirect requirements. In order to group the requirements we should identify these potential differences. To do so, we use the Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) [GW05].

The RAM methodology suggests the analysis of the original requirements into specific abstraction levels. Each requirement is classified to one level by answering a number of questions that are presented as a "how to do the placement guide" in the Appendix of the methodology. The abstraction levels that the methodology proposes are four; a Product Level, a Feature Level, a Function Level and a Component Level. The Product Level contains requirements interested on capturing the product strategies and the management goals. Thus these requirements are expected to be of high abstraction level, often differing a lot from the definition of the requirements in Software Engineering. The Feature Level contains requirements which add value to the investigation of the development effort. This abstraction level is also of quite high abstraction and the requirements specify the features of the product without any technical details on the functional characteristics. The Functional Level contains requirements describing what the user or system shall be able to do in a way that is usually testable and unambiguous enough to be used from the developers. Finally the Component Level is the lowest level of abstraction describing how something should be implemented. [GW05]

According to the methodology, after classifying a requirement in a level, it is important to work it up and transform it, creating a new requirement, in a higher or lower level of abstraction, if there are no original ones fitting this purpose (see Figure 4.1). This work is done for two reasons. First of all in order to achieve that all requirements are described in all levels of abstraction. The benefit of this process is that the requirements are understood in depth and are understandable from all types of stakeholders, while at the same time it is possible to compare them and set them against each other. So the methodology suggests that all original requirements should be connected to a Product Level requirement and all requirements should be broken down to the
Functional Level. [GW05] Secondly, the application of the RAM method groups the requirements not only based on their abstraction level but also based on their objectives. Thus under a Product Level requirement we expect to find requirements which are closely related to each other. From this point of view a benefit of applying the RAM method is the structuring of the requirements with respect to a strategic goal.

In our framework the reason we use the RAM methodology is not to create a well written and understandable specification document. On the contrary our goal is to achieve the creation of a requirements specification document with all the requirements organised according to their objectives in groups and linked to Product Level requirements. As we are going to explain below, this happens because our goal is to have requirements which can easily be connected with the ISO quality attributes and their sub-characteristics. Thus, we aim only to this work up of the original requirements and not to their break down to lower levels of abstraction, that the RAM method suggests.
After completing the requirements documentation phase we focus on the Product Level requirements and classify them into functional and quality requirements. These two categories of Product Level requirements will be used differently as explained in the following paragraphs. This categorisation is the last processing of the captured requirements before our requirements specification document is ready to be sent back to the stakeholders for validation. The stakeholders are expected to provide feedback on the quality and the context of the requirements and suggest additions, changes or deletions. During this process it is important to keep the stakeholders unbiased and thus it is suggested that no other information is shared with them. The validation process can require one or multiple iterations and the requirements engineering process can be continued after the validation process has been completed.

The Product Level quality requirements are expected to be abstract enough and consequently easy to connect with the software quality attributes that a quality model defines. We suggest the use of the ISO standard [ISO10] although the use of any other quality model could be applicable for the purposes of this connection. The reason why we aim at this connection of the market requirements with a quality model is that we are interested in opening a path to a solid relation of the requirements with the software metrics. This relation in turn will provide a way for measuring the quality characteristics of our systems before and after applying the optimisation techniques [BCR94]. In this way we will manage to have qualitative results showing objectively if we have succeeded or not to improve our system. Finally in order to complete the processing of the quality requirements, we ask the stakeholders to rank them using a well fitting prioritisation method [Dav05, KWR98]. The stakeholders should be able to understand the reason why they are asked to do this prioritisation and thus it is important to explain clearly to them the goals of this framework. The value added by the prioritisation of the software attributes by the stakeholders, is that as stated in [SGR+12], often there are conflicts between different internal stakeholders when it comes to prioritisation decisions. Thus it is necessary to identify all conflicting preferences and expectations of the involved stakeholders [KOR97, RHNoD+01] before taking any optimisation decisions.

On the other hand the functional requirements captured will provide input for creating test examples. Each of these test examples will test the use of a system feature (that is connected with a captured functional requirement) that we are interested to optimise. In order to make the usefulness of these test examples easier to understand, the following example based on our case is provided: In our case study that we try to optimise an HTML rendering engine which has been integrated with an HMI product, an easy test case would consist of a simple HTML page. Our
rendering engine would try to load the HTML content of the page while at the same time we would be able to measure the performance of our system.

In the beginning of the framework we stated that through the interviews we came up with a number of functional and quality requirements. However during the interviews the stakeholders were also expected to mention their needs for different versions of the product. These different versions were expected to target different market groups, i.e. customers with different needs \[\text{vdLSR07}\]. Thus, these needs should also be extracted when analysing the interviews because they are useful for the next step of the framework.

Until now we have mentioned the existence of several test examples and also the existence of one or several products. For each different product we are going to identify the most interesting test examples. An example would be that the full version of a product would probably be interested in the total functionality of the product and thus in all the test examples. On the other hand a free version of the same product may provide limited functionality and as a result be interested only in test examples related to basic features. Thus, our framework until now works as shown in the Figure 4.2 below.

![Requirements Engineering Process](image)

**Figure 4.2: Requirements Engineering Process**

The next step after we have prepared all these foundations of our framework is to take some initial measurements for our examples. To do so we need to come up with some useful metrics.
The reason for using software metrics is to provide a quantitative way of measuring certain attributes of software [TSZ09]. Another benefit of using software metrics for monitoring the quality of software is mentioned in [OH08] where the state of the art for software metrics is being analysed. Through the examination of software metric practices in the software industry the authors came to the conclusion that the use of metrics should happen early in the development cycle. By measuring, often we discover errors sooner and in the end we should make the use of software metrics a habit rather than a time overhead.

From the literature we know that there are several software quality metrics closely related to the ISO quality model [ISO10]. However the literature also suggests the existence of the term "physical metrics" that are applicable in the domain of embedded system and are also connected to the software quality metrics [CLC+10, ORC+08]. More specifically [CLC+10, ORC+08] identify a gap in embedded systems between software quality attributes like coupling and complexity and physical metrics like memory footprint and system performance. The reason for this is the close relation of the software and hardware components in embedded systems and due to this the most common metrics are the physical ones. Both papers conclude by stating that the use of software quality metrics in the early stages of the development of embedded system software can result in a significant benefit of the physical characteristics.

However an important thing to consider is what we really want to measure. In order to identify the proper metrics for the market needs we apply the Goal-Quality-Metrics (GQM) approach [BCR94], because as stated in [RH09] "the definition of what data to collect should be based on a goal oriented measurement technique". The approach is a hierarchical model that at the top of the hierarchy has a set of quality high level goals. Based on these goals certain questions are derived that can define these goals to a good extent. Finally we need to specify the metrics needed for answering the set goals [BCR94]. More specifically the basic components of the approach are defined as presented below.

**Conceptual level (GOAL):** "A goal is defined for an object, for a variety of reasons, with respect to various models of quality, from various points of view, relative to a particular environment. Objects of measurement are Products, Processes or Resources" [BCR94]

**Operational level (QUESTION):** "A set of questions is used to characterize the way the assessment/achievement of a specific goal is going to be performed based on some characterizing model. Questions try to characterize the object of measurement (product, process, resource)
Quantitative level (METRIC): "A set of data is associated with every question in order to answer it in a quantitative way." [BCR94]

This framework aims at using software metrics to measure quantitatively the quality characteristics of a product, according to the captured market needs. After identifying the metrics that we want to use, we can implement test suites for measuring the performance of the system when running the test examples.

At this point the framework components are completely described. The next steps that should be done are to run the created test suits in order to take initial measurements and identify the bottlenecks. To identify the bottlenecks we suggest to decompose the system and measure each component separately if possible. Then appropriate optimisation techniques should be applied in order to improve the system’s characteristics on the specific test examples. Finally the system should run again the created test suite in order to measure and get the post optimisation results.

It is important to study and compare the initial and the post optimisation results of the whole test suite. This will result in realising if the optimisation method applied was beneficial for the specific test example we were trying to optimise, but also if it has affected the rest of the measurements of our test suite. A beneficial optimisation technique for one characteristic could be proven harmful for another and in such cases the discussion and approval of the stakeholders will be needed before deciding if the optimisation should be kept or should be dismissed. (see Figure 4.3) In this final decision making step it is important to investigate the potential trade-offs and consider the stakeholders’ opinion in order to capture the weight of their importance.

We propose a model which provides a structured way to communicate the existing trade-offs and we suggest the involvement of the expert judgement which can be proven beneficial when the market needs are not very clearly defined. However in cases that weights regarding the importance of specific factors can be applied, we suggest to include this information into the framework in order to minimise the tacit knowledge needed for the successful decision making.

At Figure 4.3 we show how the extracted information from the interviews is processed to be transformed into optimisation decisions. The figure shows the separation between the requirements and how the needs for different versions of the product are captured through the interviews with the stakeholders. For the needs of this distinction we have used lines of different length. Also the side curved arrows show the different use of the functional and quality requirements.
elicited. Regarding the quality requirements, as shown in the right part of the diagram, we apply the RAM method and we come up with Product Level requirements which can easily be connected with the ISO characteristics. Then with the help of the GQM method we come up with useful metrics for our needs. On the left side of the diagram we show how the functional requirements are used in our framework to form test cases for the different versions of the product. If a test example is applicable for a version, we mark it as "include" in order to be included in the test suite for the specific version and thus get measurements about it. It is expected that all test examples will be marked as "include" for at least one product version. At the bottom right corner of the diagram we combine the findings from the functional and quality requirements processing in order to end up with an optimisation decision. To do so, we use the metrics, which we have identified with regard to the ISO characteristics, in order to measure the initial state of our system. Then according to the stakeholders prioritisation, we apply optimisation techniques and we measure again to get post optimisation results. Finally based on the pre and post optimisation results for all versions, we can take decisions about the benefits of the optimisation techniques. We use the bar charts at the bottom right corner of the diagram to show either that
the optimisation technique used on a test example was finally considered to be beneficial (green bars), harmful (red bars) or neutral (light blue bars) for the final product.

### 4.1.1 The Framework in 10 Steps

Aiming to make our framework easier to follow we have broken it down to a series of 10 simple steps as presented below.

**Step 1** Collect data from different stakeholders, through interviews, in order to capture the market needs.

**Step 2** Create a requirements specification document and analyse the requirements using the RAM method to achieve a high level of abstraction of all requirements.

**Step 3** Separate the high level requirements captured in functional and quality requirements. Also extract any potential need for different products targeting to different market needs.

**Step 4** Connect the quality requirements with the ISO software quality attributes.

**Step 5** Ask the stakeholders to prioritise the quality attributes.

**Step 6** Use the functional requirements captured to identify a set of test examples which can be used to test the quality characteristics of the product.

**Step 7** Use the GQM method to identify applicable metrics that can measure the quality characteristics of the product.

**Step 8** Take initial measurements of the quality characteristics of the products by running the test examples while at the same time applying the selected metrics, in order to identify the bottlenecks.

**Step 9** Try optimisation techniques to resolve the bottlenecks. Then, run the test suites again to get measurements showing the outcome of the optimisation.

**Step 10** Compare the results of the optimisation techniques to identify the combinations of these techniques that improve the overall system’s characteristics.
4.2 Case Study Design and Data Collection

For structuring our case study we followed the guidelines of [RH09, Yin09]. The study we conducted was an exploratory case study investigating a combination of qualitative and quantitative data [RH09]. The purpose of this study is to propose a framework that will be applicable for guiding market-driven optimisation decisions in the embedded systems domain. During this approach we investigate the quality software attributes that are important due to the market needs and thus should guide the optimisation decisions with respect to the improvement of the quality characteristics of the system. The study is based on a set of semi-structured interviews [RH09] (see Appendix B) and aims at the collection of information that would pinpoint the most interesting software quality attributes for the optimisation of our product, from different stakeholders’ perspectives. The reason why the method of semi-structured interviews was selected as the best approach to collect input data, is that this approach leaves space for discussion with the interviewees, providing in depth understanding on the stakeholders’ needs [KDR+07, RH09, SGR+12]. An alternative approach would be to use a questionnaire. However literature suggests that such an approach could have drawbacks in a study similar to ours [KDR+07, RH09], since it would increase the amount of assumptions made and would increase the chance of misunderstandings caused by the different use of terminology.

4.2.1 Planning

The planning of this study started as one of the very first tasks after a short insight on the relevant literature of the domain. We started by defining the objectives that would lead the study and we came up with research questions that during the time were updated with improvements based on the findings of our research. Also we came up with a time plan that was also updated in a weekly basis according to the flow of the research. In our research no formal protocol was used. Instead we made use of a scrum board for capturing the strategies that we would use for our research and the tasks that we had to accomplish and also for prioritising these tasks, helping us out with the weekly planning. Additionally we used Git as a collaboration tool for sharing code throughout the implementation process.

Specifically regarding the planning of the interviews we requested to meet as many stakeholders as possible, from different departments of the company and the project manager of the company responsible for this thesis arranged the interviews by selecting the most well fitting interviewees
based on two factors; their capability to provide us with useful and accurate information and their availability. Thus we did not influence the selection of the interviewees. Finally we conducted one interview with the marketing department, one with a component owner of a similar project of another product and one interview with a code developer of our product. More specifically the interviewed stakeholders were:

Marketing Department (MD)

Customers: Suppliers of HMI to OEMs and as an extension OEMs
Stakeholders: Populus team, Mecel Online Service Project team, Management Department
Source of Information: Customers, Automotive Industry Conferences, Internova Research Projects

Online Service Component Owner (CO)

Customers: Volkswagen
Stakeholders: Management Department, Marketing Department
Source of Information: Customers, Requirements Specifications, Other OEM requirements, Test groups, Conferences

Populus Code Developer (D)

Customers: Tier One (Delphi and as extension their customers), OEM
Stakeholders: Management Department, Marketing Department
Source of Information: Delphi’s Advanced Research team, Marketing Department (VW), Genevi initiative (consisting of suppliers and OEMs)

4.2.2 Data Collection

Interviews

A set of semi-structured interviews was used for collecting some initial input data for our study. The interviews were conducted by both the researchers and one interviewee per time. Each interview had a duration of one hour and was recorded to prevent mistakes during the documentation and the interpretation of the data. During the interviews also hand written notes were kept, however the roles were not strict and all the participants were part of the discussion. The questions of the interview were prepared in advance and had been sorted in logical order, aiming to a structure that would promote unbiased answers. The questions were not available to the interviewees, who knew only basic information about the thesis we conduct. The list of questions
consisted of six questions occasionally split up into sub-questions. The possibility for a few follow up questions was in all cases agreed at the end of the interview.

The interviews always began with a question about the background of the candidates and their tasks and responsibilities at Mecel. Then the major part of the interview was starting with a question focusing on customers information and the communication with them. Then a discussion was done around the question about the software engineering aspects that the different groups of customers seem to be interested to. The next two questions were asking about the importance of the HTML feature both according to the interviewee’s and the potential customers’ opinion. Finally the last question was aiming to identify how the HTML component is expected to be used according to the market’s needs. At the end of the interview a short summing up was always done to make sure that all aspects that we were interested to capture had been sufficiently discussed and correctly understood.

**Software Metrics**

In order to identify which metrics would be useful for our study we applied the GQM approach [BCR94]. After defining the goal we came up with a number of questions which were highly related to ISO quality attributes based on which the quality requirements had been categorised. Then we identified certain metrics that could be useful to measure our system for the needs of this thesis. Finally we decided to select the two most interesting metrics, according to the Product Level requirements prioritisation that the stakeholders did, and use it as proof of concept for our framework. In order to start taking the initial measurements we implemented scripts for the selected metrics. These scripts run for each test example before any optimisation technique was applied. The results of these measurements were automatically saved in log files. These results gave us indications about the bottlenecks of our system which helped us to decide what optimisation techniques could improve the performance of our system. A second round of the post optimisation measurements run after every optimisation technique was applied. Finally the initial and post optimisation results were analysed and compared in order to decide if the optimisation technique was beneficial or not for the total product.

This final decision making is very important and often can be very complicated since it is possible that an optimisation technique which improves the performance of a test example can be harmful for another test example. Especially in cases where the optimisation applies to more than one products, aiming to different market groups, it could be common that an optimisation
that aims to improve a specific feature of a product may introduce an overhead for the products that do not contain that feature. In such cases the decision making process should involve the stakeholders in order to identify the most beneficial set of optimisation solutions for all the related products.

### 4.2.3 Analysis

Since this case study involved the collection of both quantitative and qualitative data different ways of analysis were used. For the requirements’ analysis the two authors collaborated for applying the RAM method on the extracted requirements. The requirements had to be worked up to higher level of abstraction as well as to be grouped together whenever possible. Finally they had to get documented in the form of a requirements specification document, in order to be discussed with the stakeholders during the feedback sessions. For validating the quality of the requirements analysis we consulted a requirements engineer at Mecel.

For the analysis of the results after the connection of the quality requirements with the ISO quality model we used the method of tabulation [RH09]. The same method was found useful for the analysis of the prioritisation results. In this way we achieved a better organisation of the results which by extension helped with the analysis of the collected data.

Finally for the analysis of our optimisation findings we used charts for visualising the change on the system’s characteristics after the application of an optimisation technique.
Chapter 5

Results and Analysis

In this chapter we are going to present the results of our case study in the form of tables and figures and then analyse them further, in order to provide sufficient information for every decision taken [RH09]. The chapter is divided in six subsections; Requirements Elicitation Findings, Requirements Processing Findings, Requirements Prioritisation Findings, Software Metrics Findings, Optimisation Findings and Framework Application.

5.1 Requirements Elicitation Findings

In our case study we conducted three interviews with internal stakeholders from different departments of Mecel, a manager of the marketing department of the company, a component owner working in the same company but for another product similar to ours, and a code developer of the Populus product team.

As mentioned in [RH09] one way to decide when enough interviews have been conducted is the point of "saturation", i.e. the point when the input information starts repeating [CS08]. However in our case study we had limited number of interviews due to the limited availability of the potential candidates. As already described in the planning methodology section in Chapter 4, the number of the interviews and the interviewees themselves were selected by the project manager of the company responsible for this thesis, who was familiar with the needs of our project and was capable to identify the best possible interviewees for our needs. This was done in order to ensure the selection of the most capable to provide us useful information stakeholders. Although two of the interviewees were completely unrelated to this master thesis and thus not biased about
the expected results, the code developer was selected to be the supervisor of this thesis, as he was considered to be the most experienced developer in the domain.

Additionally in our case study we conducted interviews only with internal stakeholders. The reason for this decision was the fact that the company has no real customers interested in this extended version of the product yet and according to the internal interviewees the need for this product has only been discussed as an indirect potential need by the parent company or during conferences as a hot topic for discussion for the IVI domain.

### 5.2 Requirements Processing Findings

From the interviews we conducted, a total of 33 functional and quality requirements in various abstraction levels were extracted. After applying the RAM method we came up with a total of 49 requirements which were grouped into 13 groups. 8 of these groups consisted of quality requirements. These 8 groups are presented in Table 5.1.

As shown in Table 5.1 in our case study only the three higher abstraction levels were applicable (Product Level, Feature Level and Function Level) during the placement process of the RAM method. This was not a decision we made but it came up from the requirements we collected. We assume that the reason why there were no Component Level requirements captured, is that the interviews were quite general, focused on the potential optimisation needs of a new product without known specific customer demands, and thus the "how" was out of the scope of the discussion.

In Appendix A we provide also the specification document that was used during the elicitation process for documenting the extracted requirements and basically for analysing them using the RAM method. However it should be underlined that our aim was just to capture basic requirements giving us information about the optimisation needs for the integrated HTML component to the Populus tool and that it was considered to be out of scope for this thesis to create a very detailed specification document. For this reason several fields of the proposed template in [GW05] have been omitted. More specifically the fields Requirement Owner, and Requirements Manager were omitted because the two authors of these thesis were the ones collaborating for this tasks. Additionally to this information omitted the fields State, Reject reason, Due date, Version, Date of creation, and Last changed were not used because in our case, as it is described above, the
## Table 5.1: Quality Requirements Grouping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Level Requirements</th>
<th>Feature Level Requirements</th>
<th>Functional Level Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR2.PL: The product shall be responsive</td>
<td>CR2.1.FeL: The product shall provide quick HTML content rendering</td>
<td>OR1.1.FuL: The rendering engine shall render the HTML content of a page in less than 100ms. Such a performance is expected when loading a small page (fitting in the screen) containing only text and up to two buttons provided that the HTML is on disc so that it does not include network load times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR2.2.FeL: The product shall provide links/buttons which respond quickly</td>
<td>OR2.2.FuL: The rendering engine shall respond in a click of a button or link within 100ms. In this time we expect that an event will be triggered and the user will get some feedback showing that the button has been pressed successfully (ex. change of link color)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR2.3.FeL: The product shall be able to read quickly from external devices</td>
<td>OR2.3.FuL: The system shall be able to read from the disk/ flash in less than 100ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR2.4.FeL: The product shall provide a quick page scrolling feature</td>
<td>OR2.4.FuL: The rendering engine shall respond in a click of a button or link within 100ms. In this time we expect that an event will be triggered and the user will get some feedback showing that the button has been pressed successfully (ex. change of link color)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR2.5.FeL: The product shall provide a smooth UI</td>
<td>OR2.5.FuL: The UI of the rendering engine shall have a minimum framerate 10f/s. To consider the UI as smooth the framerate shall be higher than 30f/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CR2.6.FeL: The product shall have a quick start up time</td>
<td>OR2.6.FuL: The system shall be able to start up in less than 10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR3.PL: The product shall be lightweight</td>
<td>OR3.1.FeL: The memory consumption of the product shall be low.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR4.PL: The product shall be portable.</td>
<td>OR4.1.FeL: The product shall be able to run on multiple Operating Systems</td>
<td>OR3.6.FuL: The memory consumption shall be limited to lower than 100MB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR4.2.FeL: The product shall be able to run on multiple hardware platforms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR6.PL: The product shall be able to operate with other systems</td>
<td>OR6.1.FeL: The rendering of the HTML context shall not interfere with any other system in the car</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR6.2.FeL: The user shall not be allowed to browse uncontrolled web content for safety reasons. Only connections provided by the customer backend shall be allowed.</td>
<td>OR6.5.FuL: The UI of the rendering engine shall have a minimum framerate 10f/s. To consider the UI as smooth the framerate shall be higher than 30f/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR7.PL: The supplier wants to use the product for creating quickly HMIs or applications using HTML which will be rendered by the integrated rendering engine of the product.</td>
<td>OR7.1.FeL: The features of the product shall be easily configurable based on the needs of different customers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR8.PL: The product shall be configurable.</td>
<td>OR8.1.FeL: The user shall be able to configure the functionality of the HTML of the product based on the existing needs.</td>
<td>OR8.1.FuL: The user shall be able to configure the functionality of the HTML of the product based on the existing needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR9.PL: The product shall promote driving safety.</td>
<td>OR9.1.FeL: The content displayed in the browser window shall not be interactive when the car is in motion, so that to eliminate the chances to distract the driver’s attention while driving.</td>
<td>OR8.2.FuL: The user shall be able to configure the appearance of the HTML of the product based on the existing needs and their personal taste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR10.PL: The product cost shall be preserved low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overhead for capturing this information would be extremely high compared to the benefits that we could gain.

Also regarding the application of the RAM method, as already explained in our framework in Chapter 4, we are interested only in the bottom-up work up of the requirements, aiming to connect them with requirements on a higher level of abstraction. Thus the break down of the requirements, which is suggested in the RAM method, has been omitted because it was decided
that it would not add any value to the goals of this framework. However, in cases that a complete and well analysed requirements specification document is considered to add value in the process, we suggest the full application of the RAM method.

Moreover four groups of functional requirements were extracted, one of which contained requirements applicable in the version of the product used in our case study. This group of requirements was dealing with the rendering of simple HTML pages and formed the test example used in our study. Finally a requirement for two different products needed for different customer needs was extracted. More specifically a product using an HTML component in the form of multiple widgets and a full functional browser were captured as interesting products to be implemented. For the needs of this thesis and due to time restrictions, we implemented a first simple version of the widget product. For a more detailed specification document see Appendix A.

5.3 Requirements Prioritisation Findings

After the requirements elicitation, the stakeholders were asked to prioritise the extracted quality requirements based on the 100$ prioritisation technique [Dav05]. Thus we asked the interviewees to imagine that they had 100$ and that they had to distribute them among the eight quality requirements in a given table. We explained them that they had to try to distribute the money in such a way that if requirement i is x times more important than requirement j, then they had to give it x times more money. We also asked them to avoid giving the same amount of money to all requirements since this would have no effect to the outcome of this prioritisation. This process was selected to be used as a simple method that would not be difficult for the stakeholders to apply, while it also applies weights to the prioritised items showing the importance of these items when compared to each other. The prioritisation gave us the following results as shown in Table 5.2.

Then these Product Level quality requirements were mapped to the ISO quality attributes as shown in Table 5.3.

As shown in Table 5.3 we have linked the quality Product Level requirements to the ISO quality attributes. This linking was done after the creation of the requirements specification document
and was discussed with the stakeholders who approved the categorisation of the quality requirements under these ISO characteristics, as shown in the table. This table is the input for forming the questions needed when applying the GQM method.

Finally from the Tables 5.2 and 5.3 we present in Table 5.4 the importance of the ISO quality attributes according to the prioritisation of the stakeholders.

According to Table 5.4 the most interesting aspect for optimisation is the performance efficiency of the product, and more specifically its responsiveness as shown in Table 5.2. This result is not surprising since the bad responsiveness of a product can easily have an impact to the first opinion of a customer and is important for a good user experience of the product. Second comes the portability aspect. This result can be explained by the fact that at the moment Populus is used on various platforms and different operating systems and thus it is important that the extended version of the product can also be portable respectively.

Table 5.2: Prioritisation of Product Level Quality Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Product Level Quality Requirement</th>
<th>Prioritisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Populus Code Developer (CD)</td>
<td>CR2.PL The product shall be responsive</td>
<td>30 15 40 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Department (MD)</td>
<td>OR3.PL The product shall be lightweight</td>
<td>17 5 10 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Services Component Owner (CO)</td>
<td>CR4.PL The product shall be portable.</td>
<td>8 10 50 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populus Code Developer (CD)</td>
<td>CR6.PL The product shall be able to operate with other systems</td>
<td>10 10 0 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Department (MD)</td>
<td>OR7.PL The supplier wants to use the product for creating quickly HMI or applications using HTML which will be rendered by the integrated rendering engine of the product.</td>
<td>5 0 0 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Services Component Owner (CO)</td>
<td>OR8.PL The product shall be configurable.</td>
<td>12 0 0 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Department (MD)</td>
<td>OR9.PL The product shall promote driving safety.</td>
<td>15 30 0 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Services Component Owner (CO)</td>
<td>OR10.PL The product cost shall be preserved low</td>
<td>3 30 0 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Prioritisation of ISO Quality Attributes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Level Quality Requirement</th>
<th>ISO Quality Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR2.PL</td>
<td>Performance Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product shall be responsive</td>
<td>(Time Behaviour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR4.PL</td>
<td>Portability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product shall be portable</td>
<td>(Adaptability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR9.PL</td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product shall promote driving safety</td>
<td>(Appropriateness recognisability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR3.PL</td>
<td>Performance Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product shall be lightweight</td>
<td>(Resource Util. Capacity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR10.PL</td>
<td>Performance Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product cost shall be preserved low</td>
<td>(Resource Util. Capacity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR6.PL</td>
<td>Compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product shall be able to operate with other systems</td>
<td>(Coexistence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR8.PL</td>
<td>Portability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The product shall be configurable</td>
<td>(Replaceability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR7.PL</td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The supplier wants to use the product for creating quickly HMIs or applications using HTML which will be rendered by the integrated rendering engine of the product.</td>
<td>(Operability)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Quality Attributes Connection with Product Level Quality Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISO Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Prioritisation Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Efficiency</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Importance of Quality Attributes According to the Prioritisation Outcomes

5.4 Software Metrics Findings

For the needs of the case study we used the GQM method to identify some quality metrics that could be applicable for measuring the quality attributes (which have already been linked to the extracted quality requirements) in the domain of embedded systems.
To do so, we started by stating the questions that would lead us to the metrics we would use for measuring the characteristics of our system. Then we conducted an extensive research of the literature, which introduced us a large number of papers dealing with software metrics. Among them we found some metrics related to the four ISO attributes, and more specifically their six sub-characteristics, which were found to be relevant with our Product Level requirements. Below we provide some references to these papers. However it is important to underline that our aim was just to provide some insight into a few existing metrics and we did not intent to identify and suggest the best quality metrics, since this domain is very broad and out of the scope of this master thesis.

**Performance Efficiency**

In [KBS’09] it is stated that in the automotive industry there is a need for optimising the resource usage and the time-behaviour (scheduling) due to the increasing number of multi-core systems. The first proposed step is to identify the critical operations of a system where optimisation is needed. In order to measure the timing behaviour they introduce the use of performance indicators which are positive values related with specific tasks of the system. High values indicate a need for optimisation and a slower performance compared to a low value. They also define response time with the Equation 5.1 below:

$$R = f - a$$  

(5.1)

Where R is the response time of a task and is equal to the difference between the finishing time (f) and the activation time (a). We are going to use this formula in our implementation to measure the response time of certain parts of our system. For interpolating the final data it is proposed to calculate the maximum, minimum and average values.

In [Yuy05] a method is proposed to measure certain physical attributes of embedded systems such as the response time and the throughput. It is stated that the factor that drives the embedded systems are the hardware resource limitations that they have. The embedded system domain has recently begun growing however the software metrics proposed usually only focus on general software. The paper focuses on time behaviour and resource utilization and proposes a metrics model to measure them.

**Portability**

In [Moo97] the authors propose a framework to enhance the portability of a product by making
sure to consider it in every step of the development cycle. Although portability is one of the highly desired characteristics of a software product there are no generally accepted metrics for it. As a metric an equation is proposed to measure the degree of portability for a product. The Function 5.2 is the proposed equation:

$$DP = 1 - \left( \frac{\text{cost to port}}{\text{cost to redevelop}} \right)$$ (5.2)

Where DP is the degree of portability, which is equal to the difference between 1 and the ratio of the cost to port the product to a different system with the cost of redeveloping the product for the new system. The closer the degree of portability is to 1 the more "portable" a product is.

**Usability**

In [BFB91] the authors propose a usability metric specifically for hypertext systems. The metric takes into account the accessibility, the orientation and the user interaction to measure the overall usability score. The Equation 5.3 is the equation suggested in this study:

$$US = c1*A + c2*O + c3*I$$ (5.3)

Where US is the usability score, A is the accessibility parameter, O the orientation parameter, I the interaction parameter, c1,c2 and c3 are the weights representing the importance of the each parameter to the users. The paper provides formulas to calculate every parameter before trying to find the usability score of a system.

**Compatibility**

Due to the fact that this quality attribute is a new addition to ISO 25010 our initial search for literature did not capture a formal way of measuring it. The reason for this might be the change in terminology that occurred together with the changes of the new ISO standard. However, in our case study still it would be infeasible to apply a method for measuring the compatibility, since we only run Populus Engine in our system.

Finally as shown in Table 5.5 we selected some metrics that were applicable for the needs of this thesis and could answer the stated questions.
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5.5 Optimisation Findings

Based on the outcome of the prioritization that was presented in the previous section, we began the extraction of the initial measurements for the highest ranked quality attribute. The stakeholders decided that the most important aspect of the product was the performance efficiency and thus we focused on improving our implementation with regard to their decision. The quality requirements categorised under the performance efficiency attribute focus on the responsiveness, the preservation of low cost and the development of a lightweight product, presented in such order as ranked by the stakeholders. In Table 5.5 above, it was stated that in order to improve the response time of the product we could focus on measuring its framerate. Since our product is composed by two different rendering engines we decided to measure the framerate of each rendering engine independently, in order to identify the existing bottleneck in the implementation and realise which of them had room for improvement. Additionally we used the Lines of Code (LOC) metric to measure the size of the initial implementation, in order to identify the number of changes after the optimisation techniques would be applied. The number of changes could give us an indication regarding the cost required for applying each optimisation technique.

We decided to measure the framerate by using timestamps in specific parts of the code. In the Populus engine code we measured the difference in time between the display updates when there
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was content to be rendered. Since Populus engine uses a multi-buffer technique, utilizing pre-render content and fast buffer swapping, we only measured the swaps when the buffers contained new content. In order to measure the Webkit framerate we just calculated the difference in time between two sequential renderings as it only uses one buffer. Then this time difference was transformed into framerate (frames per second) using the Equation 5.4 below:

$$\text{Framerate} = \frac{1000}{\text{time difference in milliseconds}}$$

(5.4)

In Table 5.1 the average initial framerates of Webkit and Populus are presented respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frames per second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Webkit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frames per second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Populus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1: Initial Framerates of Populus and Webkit

The outcome of this comparison drove us at the conclusion that from the two rendering engines, Webkit is the one with the lowest framerate on which our optimisation should be focused. Thus, afterwards we investigated the possibilities for optimising Webkit.

As described in Chapter 3 Webkit renders its content in an offscreen window and saves the pixels in a buffer which then is transferred to Populus Engine. We realized that a different approach would be to have Webkit rendered in a separate window, stripping our implementation of the intercommunication overhead. By displaying the outcome of each rendering engine separately we succeeded in a better overall framerate. As opposed to our initial implementation, where user interaction needed to pass from one rendering engine to the other, by having Webkit rendering in its own window, there was no need for such an action. In addition most Webkit features like CSS3, Adobe Flash and XML technologies [Fea09] were available without further effort. Another optimisation method was to change the Webkit rendering target from the X11
window system [Fou13] to the Direct Frame Buffer (DirectFB) [Buf13]. Both were tested for our implementation as surfaces for Webkit to render its content.

Figure 5.2 presents a chart which shows the average Webkit framerate results of all implementations described above. The results presented is a collection of the average framerate, after 50 runs of each optimisation method. As already described above, this means that for each run we measured the difference in time between all the pairs of sequential display updates of Webkit, when there was content to be rendered.

![Figure 5.2: Post Optimization Webkit Framerate - 50 Samples](image)

In Figure 5.2 it is shown that all three optimisation techniques are beneficial with respect to the Webkit framerate, when compared to the initial implementation. Also a first observation is that there is no overlapping between the results of the initial implementation and the optimisation techniques, neither with regard to their quartiles, nor their maximum and minimum values. This finding is interpreted as a significant optimisation improvement. The same is observed among the results of the different optimisation approaches, and thus the greater the average, the better the optimisation approach is considered.

More specifically, the optimisation C, using a DirectFB in 2 windows, appears to score the highest framerates with an average of 176 frames per second, while in the second place comes
the other DirectFB implementation, with an average of 87 frames per second. The fact that we get higher framerate when using the DirectFB as the target surface for Webkit is explained by the lighter nature of the DirectFB, operating on top of the Linux Frame Buffer, which is part of the Linux Kernel, in contrast to the more complex X11 window system.

In Figure 5.2 we observe an increase of the average framerate when Webkit uses its own window (Optimisations B and C) independently of the rendering target (X11 or DirectFB). As explained previously this is a result of the necessary communication between Populus and Webkit in the initial implementation and optimisation A.

Finally it is important to mention that a known issue that affected our results was the Linux process scheduler. This occurred because we got the time measurement from the timestamps in the various parts of our implementation in milliseconds before converting them into framerate. The task of the process scheduler is to assign a period of time for each running process. These periods of time are called timeslices and specify how long a process can utilize the CPU. In Linux timeslices vary from 10ms to 230ms, depending on the priority level of the process. In our initial implementation the influence from the process scheduling can have an impact on our measurements between 0.18% and 4.18%. The same influence in optimisation C ranges from 1.82% to 41.82%. As a result optimisation C is 10 times more affected by the process scheduling than our initial implementation. A delay of a few milliseconds due to process scheduling can have a much higher impact in high framerate scenarios. [BC05]

To validate the reliability of our results with respect to the sufficient number of samples used, we doubled the sample of the collected data and we created Figure 5.3. Thus this figure shows the Webkit framerate results, based on 100 samples.

From the results shown in Figure 5.3 we realise that the higher the framerate is the bigger the variance on the results we get. This, as already explained above, can be interpreted by the high impact that a delay of a few milliseconds, caused by the Linux process scheduler, can have in cases of high framerate scenarios. Our initial implementation as well as station B show a quite stable behaviour with slightly lower average framerates. On the other hand the results for optimisations A and C show a more significant change at their lower and upper quartile values, that could be interpreted as a need for further sample collection. However, for the needs of our study the observation that Figure 5.3 preserves the same layout like Figure 5.2, as well as the significant difference between the average framerates of the three optimisation techniques
applied, validates the reliability of our sample data, with respect to the sufficient number of samples used.

Additionally to the framerate results, we investigated the cost impact of each optimisation technique. To do so, we tracked the lines of code that were changed from the initial product. Since we were working on a branch of Mecel’s Git repository, we used the "git diff --stat" command, which calculates the difference between commits or trees of a repository. In our case we calculated the difference between the working tree of our implementation and an empty one. The LOC value for our initial implementation was 2,668,006 lines. While comparing this number to the LOC value for optimisation A, which uses two separate windows instead of a shared memory, we observed a change in 59 lines (0.0022%). Moreover the difference of LOC between the Xserver version of our implementation and the DirectFB version of optimisation B was 25 lines (0.0011%). Additionally for the transition from Xserver to DirectFB, we had to build manually 7 libraries which in turn increase the overall cost. Furthermore in optimisation C we have changes in 84 lines of code (0.0031%) in addition to the 7 aforementioned libraries.
According to these results we observe that optimisation B is the one which requires the minimum number of changes, however all the three optimisation techniques require a relatively small number of changes compared to the initial implementation. Thus considering the trade-off between the cost and the framerate improvement, one could claim that optimisation C is the best optimisation method to apply. Although optimisation C seems to be the most beneficial for our implementation, increasing more than 8 times the performance of the system with respect to the framerate, it could be the case that the stakeholders would prefer optimisation A. Optimisation A improves the average framerate only about 4 times, but it does not require the manual installation of these 7 libraries mentioned above and additionally requires less changes in the code. Another relevant observation that should be considered for taking this decision, is the framerate limitations of each optimisation technique with regard to the limits introduced by the Populus framerate. For example, in the case of optimisation A, the applicable framerate is dependent to the framerate that Populus Engine can utilise, while in the case of optimisation B and C, the use of a second window make the rendering framerate of Webkit independent from Populus. Thus it is suggested that in such cases the stakeholders should be responsible for taking the final trade-off decisions regarding the most beneficial optimisation techniques for the product.

5.6 Framework Application

Finally we present all aforementioned results of our case study combined together as our framework suggests. Figure 5.4 can be used as an example of how the framework is expected to look when real data are applied.

Starting from top to bottom and from left to right we see that in our case study we conducted three interviews with internal stakeholders and we extracted a total of 33 requirements, as well as two products that would cover different customer needs. During this thesis we implemented and used for our case study a version of the one of the products and specifically a basic widget functionality of the integrated HTML component. However in this figure we present the "Full Functional Browser" product too since this information was extracted by the interviews.

After extracting the requirements we separate them into functional and quality requirements. As shown in the figure the quality requirements will be processed according to the RAM method as described in Chapter 4, resulting in a total of 49 requirements, grouped into 13 groups. The functional requirements will form text examples, which are actually test cases that we should
run while measuring the characteristics of our system. In our case study one test example was of interest for this initial implementation of the product. By the term "Simple HTML page rendering" we mean the rendering of a page that does not contain complicated web content like heavy graphics, but only text and a couple of buttons. In our case study we used the ACID3 web page [Pro13], which was considered to be a good example of a web page with non-static content which also tests the compliance of the rendering engine with web standards. The non-static content would help us measure the framerate later on, since we would be able to get more than one measurements for each page load.

After applying the RAM method for the quality requirements, we came up with eight high level quality requirements, which could be easily connected with certain ISO quality attributes. These ISO characteristics were afterwards connected to certain metrics that were considered to be useful for the needs of our case study. This connection was performed using the GQM method. The selected metrics are the framerate, the changed Lines of Code, the Memory Footprint, the Degree of Portability and the Usability Score. In this thesis we used the framerate and the LoC as proof of concept for the use of our framework.
At the bottom right corner of the figure we see the pre and post optimisation results for the two metrics applied. Regarding the framerate results, both the numbers and the bar charts indicate that all three optimisation techniques had positive impact to the initial implementation. The height of the bars shows that the solution using a DirectFB with 2 windows gave the best results compared to the other optimisation solutions with regard to the framerate. On the other hand optimisation B requires the fewest changes in the code, which is beneficial with respect to the preservation of low cost, while optimisation C requires the most. For the final decision making the involvement of the stakeholders is necessary, in order to combine the results of the framework with their experience and select the most beneficial optimisation technique for the specific case.
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Related Work

Our research started with a process of collecting relevant literature, aiming to capture the state of the art. In this chapter we will present the methodology we used for collecting some related studies and we will present them mentioning their similarities and differences compared to our work.

The literature research began from the very first days of this project and grew iteratively. Since our focus was not to conduct a complete systematic literature review, but to find relevant previous works on the domain of our interest, we studied certain well-known methods for systematic literature reviews in software engineering \[BKB^+07, KC07\]. However we only used parts of these structured methods which would be helpful according to our needs. After completing the first round of this literature research, we also applied the backward snowballing method as discussed in \[KC07, WW02\], searching for interesting references of the selected related works.

First of all we started our research by specifying the sources in which we would search, the keywords we would use and the inclusion and exclusion criteria for our research.

The selection of the sources was made based on \[KC07\]. Thus we searched in eight digital libraries; IEEExplore, ACM Digital library, SpringerLink, SCOPUS, Google scholar, Citeseer library, EI Compendex and Inspec. The keywords we used were the phrases: "market driven" AND "embedded systems" AND "quality attributes" AND optimisation, and they were extracted from the title of the thesis. The basic inclusion criteria were that the studies had to be written in English language and they had to deal with introducing a framework for eliciting and handling quality requirements deriving from different stakeholders. Thus papers dealing generally with requirements engineering processes and models, or metrics and quality models were excluded.
During the first round of our literature research we found 47 results, the majority of which can be categorized in three categories; those investigating the requirements management process and the difficulties of capturing requirements correctly in a variety of domains, those dealing generally with decisions related to software product lines engineering and those focusing on architectural decisions. Finally, five of these studies are closely related to our approach and our research interests. By researching the references of the selected papers we came up with a total of 15 related studies dealing with the elicitation of requirements from different stakeholders and the alignment of their opinions for taking decisions about the final product, that we are going to present in the rest of this section.

In [KvST97] the authors present a model called multi-party chain model, which charts the different views of internal and external stakeholders regarding the quality characteristics of a product. Their aim is to trigger a communication channel between the stakeholders in order to achieve mutual understanding and consensus of the different points of view. The model investigates the various interpretations of quality among the different roles in order to define quality metrics that will bridge the understanding of quality requirements between customers and engineers. On the contrary to our approach, the multi-party chain model is more interested in the alignment of stakeholders and thus focuses in capturing the parties and the roles involved as well as the common or conflicting interests. In our approach this information is not of high importance. At the final steps of our framework, when the company is about to make the optimisation decisions, we are also presenting the conflicting benefits of the applied optimisation techniques among different products, but at that point the stakeholders’ interest is only indirectly connected with the quality improvement decision that has to be made. Another worth mentioning difference is that this study describes the development process of already existing products with real customer needs and thus the model starts by measuring the quality of the product before triggering the discussion between the specific needs of the stakeholders. On the other hand, our approach is applicable to a more abstract software development environment where there are no real customers but only potential market needs. In such a case the multi-party chain model would be more difficult to be applied since the quality of the system is more loosely defined in such circumstances.

In [KvST99a] the same multi-party chain model is compared to a questionnaire based approach aiming to the identification of important quality attributes. However that approach does not involve all the stakeholders in the elicitation process of the quality requirements but makes
use of a questionnaire where the ISO terminology is used to extract requirements. Both these characteristics of this approach differentiate it from our approach.

In [KvST99b] the authors compare two strategies for capturing the needs of software quality in the embedded domain. They state that ensuring software quality in embedded systems is difficult due to the reason that the most important goals are time-to-market and cost. This makes software characteristics like reliability, usability and maintainability second priority targets. As software quality they define a set of quality characteristics which can be found in standards like ISO 9126 and the IEEE software engineering standards collection. The benefit of using quality standards is that you can provide well defined quality characteristics to the different stakeholders and achieve the mitigation of having different interpretations. The common points between our approach and theirs are the collection of data through interviews with different stakeholders, the matching of data with ISO quality characteristics and lastly the prioritization of those characteristics. In our case we proceed by using the outcome of the prioritization to drive our optimisation decisions.

In [HJBP98] the authors present another model aiming to improved decision making after capturing the knowledge of experienced personnel both in managerial and technical positions. However this model focuses on the product/process dependencies (PPDMs) in cases of product-driven software development in contrast to our market-driven approach aiming to help the stakeholders’ decision making with respect to optimisation needs. Although the goal of the model is different than the goal of our framework, we can identify some similarities. For example the PPDM approach investigated the dependencies of the product quality attributes, as they are defined in the ISO 9126. In our framework we link the captured product quality requirements with the quality attributes as defined in ISO 25010, which is an update of ISO 9126 [ISO11]. Also both frameworks use the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach. In our framework the approach is suggested in order to identify useful metrics for taking initial and post optimisation measurements of the system, while in the case of PPDMs is used for generating the product/process dependency hypothesis as well as analysing and validating it.

In [Bar11] the author has two major objectives. First of all to define a method which determines the alignment between stakeholders when they are asked to prioritise software quality aspects and secondly to identify the factors which affect the results of the method. The method proposed is called "Stakeholder Alignment Assessment Method for Software Quality (SAAM-SQ)" and consists of seven steps: Selection of a company and a product, identification of success-critical stakeholder groups, development of a quality model, development of a questionnaire, conduct
the questionnaire analysis of the results and organisation of a workshop on the results. The major differences of this approach with our framework is first of all that this study basically focuses on the stakeholders’ alignment while our major focus is on the software quality aspects that should be optimised based on the market needs. Additionally the SAAM-SQ method suggests the use of a questionnaire, which is related to the important software quality attributes for the study, for the prioritisation of the quality aspects. On the contrary, in our approach we extract the quality aspects that the stakeholders are interested in through the process of interviews, we capture them in the form of quality attributes and we analyse them using the Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) method [GW05] making it easier to connect them to the ISO software quality model and consequently to a number of relevant software metrics. Our process requires more advanced analysis of the input data, since they are loosely related to the quality attributes, but it is expected to be easier for the stakeholders since their participation to a semi-structured interview and the prioritisation of quality Product Level requirements is expected to be an easier process than the application of the HCV (Hierarchical Cumulative Voting) method selected from the authors in the related case studies applied [BWCA11].

According to [Bar11] there are several methods for merging perspectives on software quality. Four of these methods are the expert judgement, the Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) Framework, the Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) and the Theory-W. The expert judgement involves one or more professionals and suggests decision making based on their experiences, without any modelling or numerical assessment. The NFR Framework [CNY00] uses a structured graphical representation of quality requirements for simplifying their management, refinement and interrelations, aiming to enhance the decision making process in the design and operation of a system. The QFD method focuses on the opinion of the customers and users aiming to achieve a good prioritisation of the system’s goals [HSP03]. Also in [KOR97] the authors present a QFD method for requirements management. The method focuses on the customers and the users in order to provide an effective way for prioritizing and communicating quality software requirements. However the basic difference between this approach and our framework is that this approach can be applied only when specific customers and users exist and thus it cannot be used in new projects or market-driven development cases like ours. In [MH98] the QFD approach is combined with customer satisfaction to provide a more systematic connection of the two. Finally the Theory-W [BR89] has as principal to make all the stakeholders feel "winners" in the software process. The method includes success-critical stakeholder identification and requirements elicitation as well as negotiations between the manager and the various
constituencies to create a win-win situation for all groups. The resulting benefit is the mutual understanding of the existing needs between groups with common goals.

In [Sve11] the author is focusing on the management of quality requirements in the case of market-driven software development. The goal of the research is to enhance high level decision making by achieving early accurate estimations on aspects like performance. The QUPER (Quality Performance) method is proposed for cost-benefit analysis of quality requirements and is used to improve the requirements prioritization and quality requirements road-mapping, during the initial release planning phases. However although the study is proposing a framework for handling quality requirements in the context of market-driven software development the main research interest of the study is focusing towards the cost-benefit scale, rather than the optimisation needs that is the interest of our thesis.

In [SGR09, SGR+12] the authors investigate the challenges of quality requirements management in market-driven development cases. Their approach suggests the elicitation of requirements through semi-structured interviews and the identification of the most important quality aspects, which are derived after the connection of the requirements with the ISO quality attributes. However, although there are many similarities between this approach and the first steps of our framework, the objective of these studies differ a lot from ours. These studies are interested in capturing the differences between companies working in B2B and B2C markets with respect to the handling of quality requirements, the examination of the interdependencies between requirements and generally the quality requirements management in down-stream development activities.

In [DKK’05] the authors propose an NFR method to elicit, document, and analyse quality requirements through a series of workshops with stakeholders. The paper suggests that initially the important quality attributes shall be elicited during workshops while at the same time quality requirements should be gathered about them. These quality attributes bridge the gap between requirements and existing quality models, which also provide a set of metrics useful for measuring the quality of a system. However a difference to our approach, is that in this study it is suggested that the quality requirements shall be gathered based on the identified important quality attributes, while in our framework we apply the connection with the quality attributes independently and after the requirements elicitation has been completed, in order to avoid any biased answers. Also this difference is connected with the focus of our framework to capture the different needs between different stakeholders or even different versions of a product and their
connection to the decision making process regarding the optimisation methods that should be applied. The focus of this paper is only up to the point of analysis of the quality requirements.
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Discussion

In this chapter we will discuss the major findings of this thesis answering each research question. Additionally we will present the threats to validity for our study. Finally we will elaborate on the lessons learned as well as some recommendations for future related work.

7.1 Discussion per Research Question

Until now we have presented and analysed all the results and findings of this case study according to the structure of the proposed framework. This chapter aims to interpret the findings per research question, evaluate the findings in the light of previous research and address how this report adds to the research being done in the field. In this way we will ensure the clear understanding of how the research questions are answered as well as the contribution of this thesis to the academic community.

7.1.1 RQ1: How can market needs be used to identify important software quality attributes?

In this thesis we propose a market-driven framework for guiding the optimisation decisions in the domain of embedded systems and we test its application in the case of the Populus tool extension with an HTML component in Mecel AB.

The first steps of the framework require the extraction of the market needs from stakeholders, through semi-structured interviews. After the extraction and documentation of the requirements,
the framework provides a structured way for connecting the requirements with the ISO quality attributes aiming to set a bridge for a connection with applicable, useful metrics, that will be able to provide us information about the state of interesting characteristics of our system. This process involves the application of the RAM method \cite{GW05} for working up the requirements in a higher level of abstraction that will be processed and linked to the ISO quality attributes.

According to the literature research that we performed during this study, there are several works on the domain of requirements elicitation from different stakeholders with focus on the alignment of their opinions for taking decisions about a final product \cite{Bar11, BR89, BWCA11, CNY00, DKK+05, HJBP98, HSP03, KOR97, KvST97, KvST99a, KvST99b, MH98, SGR09, SGR+12, Sve11}. The basic benefit of our approach is "the enhancement of communication and the definition of a common ground as basis for high quality requirements engineering" as also stated in \cite{DKK+05} about their NFR method. However, although we identify some similarities with previous works, as analytically discussed in Chapter 6, the combination of already existing widely approved methods and techniques (like the RAM and GQM methods, the ISO quality model and the use of documented metrics) is the strong characteristic of this framework.

### 7.1.2 RQ2: How can the optimisation process of a product be driven by the software quality attributes from RQ1?

Our framework aims at the connection of the market needs with the optimisation process. As described in the previous section, its first steps aim at transforming the captured market needs into ISO quality attributes. The connection of the ISO quality attributes with the concept of metrics is well known almost by definition, as it is introduced in the ISO 9126 \cite{ISO01}. However, our framework suggests the use of the GQM method for identifying applicable metrics for the needs of each case study. A key factor for driving the optimisation process based on the market needs of RQ1 is the prioritisation of the identified quality attributes by the stakeholders. This prioritisation indicates what is considered to be the most important optimisation aspects and can help handling any potential decision regarding the existing trade-offs, after the optimisation techniques have been applied and the pre and post optimisation results have been collected.

During our literature research we did not manage to find any related work investigating the connection of software quality attributes with the optimisation process in the domain of market-driven development. Thus the contribution of our framework is a complete guideline from the
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requirements elicitation process to the decision making process after the optimisation process has been completed.

7.2 Limitations and Threats to Validity

Construct validity:
"This aspect of validity reflects to what extent the operational measures that are studied really represent what the researcher have in mind and what is investigated according to the research questions." [RH09]

In our case study the sample of interviewees was small (3 people) due to the availability of people with respect of time and relevant knowledge to the topic. As mentioned in Chapter 5 it is suggested to conduct enough interviews until the point of "saturation" for optimum results [RH09]. However, in our case an effort was made to conduct interviews with the most applicable candidates, expecting that they would be able to give us a complete picture about potential needs.

During the elicitation and prioritisation process we tried to keep the stakeholders unbiased. For example we extracted their prioritization results without them knowing the initial measurements of the implementation. However our supervisor at Mecel was one of the stakeholders and due to his close relation with the project we cannot consider his opinion unbiased. Additionally the fact that only internal stakeholders were involved increases the risk of capturing limited points of view, since all stakeholders could be influenced by the company’s policy.

Since there was no previous HTML extension of the product, the stakeholders were often confused during the interviews when asked questions about it. To mitigate this threat we had to frequently remind them that the purpose of the interviews was to capture the requirements for such a potential product. In addition to this lack, there was also no customer interested for such an extension. For these reasons we consider the environment of this study as an extreme case for applying our framework, although it could be frequent in cases of market-driven development.

Finally the metric for the framerate of the implementation was created by us. Since we used no third party tools except from the documentation of WebkitGtk we based all of our calculation on how the documentation describes the methods and objects.

Internal validity:
"This aspect of validity is of concern when causal relations are examined. When the researcher is
investigating whether one factor affects an investigated factor there is a risk that the investigated factor is also affected by a third factor." [RH09]

The environment we used for developing our product was a virtual machine. As such, it was influenced by the work load and the processes of the host operating system. We know that this issue had an impact on the measurements we took and thus could have affected the results for the implementation/optimisation.

Also, during the measurement of the framerate we noticed that unintentional movements of the mouse affected the results. To mitigate the problem we tried to create a stable environment to run our measurements. Thus we not only gathered the measurements when running the same HTML page, but also we tried to minimise the external factors that could influence the results. Firstly we measured the framerate of each implementation just after restarting the virtual machine. The reason was that we wanted all implementations to run under a fresh environment since it was noticed that running the virtual machine for a long duration could affect our results. Additionally we made sure that no other processes, that would increase the workload of the virtual machine, were started by us during the extraction of the measurements. We also ensured that no interactions from our side, like mouse movements or typing, were taking place during the measuring process.

External validity:
"This aspect of validity is concerned with to what extent it is possible to generalize the findings, and to what extent the findings are of interest to other people outside the investigated case.” [RH09]

The techniques we used for the optimization of the initial implementation were very specific to our case and thus we do not expect them to be universally applicable for optimising products in different cases. Moreover in our case we had a simple implementation. We only had one product, one test example and two metrics. Thus further investigation is needed for finding out if our framework would be applicable to more complex cases or to other domains too, rather than only for IVI embedded systems.

Reliability:
"This aspect is concerned with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researchers." [RH09]
According to [KvST99b] a threat arising from the interview method we applied is the high level of expertise needed by the interviewers. This is necessary not only to avoid using the ISO terminology directly, but in the same time capture the needs in a way that they can be correctly interpreted later on. To mitigate the risk of incomplete requirements elicitation we involved the stakeholders into a validation process, giving them the opportunity to provide us with feedback regarding the captured requirements. Additionally another risk was our inexperience in the requirements elicitation and documentation process. For this reason we also asked an experienced employee of Mecel, to validate that the captured requirements were sufficiently documented.

7.3 Recommendations and Lessons Learned

One of the risks of this thesis is the fact that no initial implementation of HTML extension existed. This situation, as mentioned in the previous section, is considered an extreme scenario to test the validity of our framework. The fact that the framework is focused on driving optimisation decisions makes the lack of an implementation a very important factor. Thus we recommend the completion of the implementation in advance to the use of the framework, since this would increase the stakeholders’ understanding regarding the optimisation needs of the product.

Another issue is the boundaries between the implementation and the optimisation. When having to do both, it is often unclear to the developer when the implementation is considered complete and when the optimisation should begin. This issue affects mostly the decision making process e.g. how many features to include initially, how many systems to support.

Moreover we learned that for such a project, that provides an implementation of a product and a framework for optimising it, much time is needed for testing complex use cases. In our thesis we had time to explore only one simple scenario which included HTML content rendering and to measure only one quality attribute, that of performance.

As a recommendation for similar projects we propose the continuous and close communication with the stakeholders. The feedback from the stakeholders helped us during every step of the framework, mainly during the requirements elicitation and the implementation phase.
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Conclusion

This thesis presents a market-driven framework for guiding optimisation decisions on the embedded systems domain. It is described how such a framework can be used by people in the domain, pinpointing the benefits and the risks. As part of our case study we validated it against Mecels Populus, where we extended the current HMI tool suite with an HTML component and optimised it based on the market needs. By using the proposed framework we achieved the increase of the software quality of the product in terms of Performance Efficiency. Summing up the findings of the study we conclude that the use of the framework is of value in market-driven cases of the embedded systems domain and that the market needs can successfully be connected with software quality attributes in order to influence the optimisation decisions.
Chapter 9

Future Work

As a continuation of our work the framework could be evaluated by being used in more complex use cases or even in use cases of different domains. It would also be interesting to use the framework in a situation where a larger number of stakeholders is available for prioritizing the requirements, in order to examine how potentially controversial opinions could affect the optimisation decisions. Alternatively an other field for investigation could be a case of Software Product Lines Engineering, were it would be expected that more than one similar products would be extracted by the interviews and thus would have to be handled by the framework. In such a case, the decision making would have to handle the trade-offs, regarding all the different products and how they are affected by the optimisation techniques applied. For example a full version of a product could be optimised by an optimisation on feature X, while the same time the free version of the product which would not provide the specific feature would have a negative impact, as a result of the overhead of the optimisation method. In such a case the stakeholders would have to decide which product is more important based on the marketing strategy of the company. If this decision is possible to be captured as a weight of importance between the product, this information could be added in the framework, so that to simplify the stakeholders’ task. Finally, another interesting aspect for Software Engineering could be the automation of the optimisation process when a new product is introduced e.g. in the Software Product Lines example above, it would be interesting to investigate the scenario of identifying automatically the commonalities of a new product with the already processed products of the same product family in order to reuse the existing test examples and test scripts for the common requirements. Such an automation would be expected to reduce in many cases the time and effort needed to apply the suggested framework.
Appendix A

Requirements Specification Document
Requirements Specification Document

The requirements have been extracted from the interviews with internal stakeholders and aim to specify what the market would expect from the extension of Populus with an HTML component. The fact that there are no real customers for the specific product triggered our interest to investigate what the different stakeholders inside Mecel consider of big importance for a product like this.

Although there are no real customers for this case study, we know from the interviews that the potential customers can be of two types, either the end users or the HMI developers of the supplier companies. Thus in this specification document we will refer to users or developers respectively.

The extracted requirements have been processed according to the Requirements Abstraction Model\(^1\) in order to achieve same level of abstraction for all requirements. The levels of abstraction are three; Product level, Feature level and Function level starting from the higher to the lower level of abstraction.

Each requirement has a unique code consisted of four parts:

1. The first part of the code specifies if the requirement is an original requirement (OR) or has been created based on the needs of the methodology (CR).

2. The second part of the code is the identification number of the requirement (1-14). This number introduces a category of requirements in different abstraction levels that are under the same Product Level.

3. The third part of the code is a number differentiating the requirements of the same abstraction level, in cases that in the same requirement category there are more than one requirements in the same abstraction level. In cases that there is only one requirement in an abstraction level, this number is omitted.

4. Finally the fourth part of the requirement specifies the abstraction level of the requirement; Product level (PL), Feature level (FeL) and Function level (FuL).

The requirements below are presented according to this abstraction hierarchy. The Original requirements are further analysed to assure that they have been captured and understood correctly, while the Created ones consist only of a short description.
CR1.PL – Product Level

The product shall provide a basic functionality.

OR1.1.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
   HTML rendering

2. Description
   The system shall be able to render HTML content.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
   WHY: In order to show the content of online/offline HTML pages
   BENEFIT: Extension of the product functionality

4. Restriction/ Risks
   Introduces web security risks.

5. Requirement Source
   Marketing Departement
   Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
   No

OR1.2.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
   Display the content of a URI

2. Description
   The system shall be able to navigate to specific predefined URIs.
3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: In order to allow the rendering of content from different pages

BENEFIT: Allow navigation from one page to another

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No

OR1.3.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Reading functionality

2. Description
The product shall be able to read from a disk/flash.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The HTML content to be rendered shall be possible to be stored in a flash or disk and the product shall be able to read that saved content.

BENEFIT: No need for constant connection to the internet. Also quicker way to show predefined content (loading from the disk is usually quicker than loading from the internet).

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No
**CR1.4.FeL – Feature Level**

The user shall be able to navigate in the rendered HTML content of a page.

**OR1.4.FuL – Function Level**

1. **Title**
   
   Interaction with page content

2. **Description**
   
   The user shall be able to interact with the HTML content of a given page, using buttons or links.

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**
   
   WHY: In cases that the content of a page has components that require interaction with the user
   
   BENEFIT: Allows interaction

4. **Restriction/ Risks**
   
   It should be assured that the predefined content is not connected (through links or buttons) with any untrustworthy pages or content that is not supported by our HTML component.

5. **Requirement Source**
   
   Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**
   
   No

**OR1.5.FeL – Feature Level**

1. **Title**
   
   Page scrolling

2. **Description**
   
   The product shall provide page scrolling functionality
3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**

**WHY:** In cases that the HTML content is larger than a page the user wants to be able to access the whole content.

**BENEFIT:** Allows access to larger HTML content, without any trade off regarding the legibility of the content.

4. **Restriction/ Risks**

The scrolling functionality shall be responsive so that it does not affect negatively the sense of good usability.

5. **Requirement Source**

Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**

No

---

**CR2.PL – Product Level**

The product shall be responsive

**CR2.1.FeL – Feature Level**

The product shall provide quick HTML content rendering

**OR2.1.FuL – Function Level**

1. **Title**

   Rendering load time specification

2. **Description**

   The rendering engine shall render the HTML content of a page in less than 100ms. Such a performance is expected when loading a small page (fitting in the screen) containing only text and up to two buttons provided that the HTML is on disc so that it does not include network load times.
3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**  
WHY: Long loading time would make the use of the rendering engine time consuming and would create a feeling of bad responsiveness of the system resulting to unsatisfied customers.  
BENEFIT: Good responsive behavior of the system  

4. **Restriction/ Risks**  

5. **Requirement Source**  
Populus Code Developer  

6. **Dependency**  
OR1.1.FeL  

---  

**CR2.2.FeL – Feature Level**  
The product shall provide links/buttons which respond quickly  

**OR2.2.FuL – Function Level**  

1. **Title**  
Link or button response specification  

2. **Description**  
The rendering engine shall respond in a click of a button or link within 100ms. In this time we expect that an event will be triggered and the user will get some feedback showing that the button has been pressed successfully (ex. change of link color)  

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**  
WHY: A slow response of a button that has been pressed would give false impression to the user that the button has not been successfully pressed. As a result the user would probably try to press the button again slowing down even more the processing.  
BENEFIT: Good responsive behavior of the system  

4. **Restriction/ Risks**  
-
OR2.3.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Disk/Flash reading response

2. Description
The product shall be able to read quickly from external devices

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The rendering latency of stored content will have an impact on the overall performance of the product

BENEFIT: By increasing the reading speed we increase the overall performance of the product

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Marketing Department

6. Dependency
OR1.3.FeL

OR2.3.FuL – Function Level

1. Title
Disk/Flash delay specification

2. Description
The system shall be able to read from the disk/ flash in less than 100ms
3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**

WHY: The rendering latency of stored content will have an impact on the overall performance of the product

BENEFIT: By increasing the reading speed we increase the overall performance of the product

4. **Restriction/ Risks**

- 

5. **Requirement Source**

Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**

OR1.3.FeL

**CR2.4.FeL – Feature Level**

The product shall provide a quick page scrolling feature

**OR2.4.FuL – Function Level**

1. **Title**

Scrolling framerate specification

2. **Description**

The rendering engine shall be able to scroll the content of a web page with framerate higher than 10 f/s.

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**

WHY: Slow scrolling performance would make the use of the rendering engine time consuming and would create a feeling of bad responsiveness

BENEFIT: Good responsive behavior of the system

4. **Restriction/ Risks**

-
CR2.5.FeL – Feature Level
The product shall provide a smooth UI

OR2.5.FuL – Function Level

1. Title
UI smoothness specification

2. Description
The UI of the rendering engine shall have a minimum framerate 10fps. To consider the UI as smooth the framerate shall be higher than 30fps

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: To provide the feeling of a well responsive UI

BENEFIT: Enhance user experience

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No

CR2.6.FeL – Feature Level
The product shall have a quick start up time
**OR2.6.FuL – Function Level**

1. **Title**
   Start up time specification

2. **Description**
   The system shall be able start up in less than 10s

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**
   WHY: A slow start up time would give the false impression to the user that the system has not been successfully started.

   BENEFIT: Good responsive behaviour of the system

4. **Restriction/ Risks**
   We should ensure that the product dependencies can also start in the same time

5. **Requirement Source**
   Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**
   No

**OR3.PL – Product Level**

1. **Title**
   Lightweight product

2. **Description**
   The product shall be lightweight

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**
   WHY: Good performance on low cost, low end platforms is one of the most advertised features that characterise the product

   BENEFIT: Market competitive advantage
4. **Restriction/ Risks**
   A lightweight product supports fewer features

5. **Requirement Source**
   Marketing Department
   Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**
   No

**OR3.FeL – Feature Level**

1. **Title**
   Low memory consumption

2. **Description**
   The memory consumption of the product shall be low.

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**
   WHY: The hardware platforms which are usually used for this purpose do not provide high memory resources.
   BENEFIT: Compatibility with low cost hardware platforms

4. **Restriction/ Risks**
   The product would be able to support heavy memory consumption features

5. **Requirement Source**
   Online Services Component Owner

6. **Dependency**
   No

**OR3.FuL – Function Level**

1. **Title**
   Memory consumption specification
2. Description
The memory consumption shall be limited to lower than 100MB.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The hardware platforms which are usually used for this purpose do not provide more resources.
BENEFIT: Compatibility with low cost hardware platforms

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No

CR4.PL – Product level

The product shall be portable.

OR4.1.FeL – Feature level

1. Title
Portability between Operating Systems

2. Description:
The product shall be able to run on multiple Operating Systems.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: There are many platforms with different operating systems used for this purpose.
BENEFIT: The integrated rendering engine will be functional on all the Operating Systems used.
4. **Restriction/ Risks**
At the moment the Operating Systems of interest are only Linux and Windows and thus we will restrict the portability test only for these two.

5. **Requirement Source:**
Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**
No

**OR4.2.FeL – Feature Level**

1. **Title**
Portability between hardware platforms

2. **Description:**
The product shall be able to run on multiple hardware platforms

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**
WHY: There are many platforms with different characteristics and costs used for this purpose.

BENEFIT: The integrated rendering engine will be functional on all the hardware platforms used.

4. **Restriction/ Risks**
At the moment the hardware platforms used are only x86 and ARM and thus we will restrict the portability test only for these two.

We should ensure that all changes applied will work for all platforms.

5. **Requirement Source:**
Populus Code Developer

6. **Dependency**
No
CR5.PL – Product Level

The user shall be able to update the product features by themselves

OR5.1.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Search new applications

2. Description:
The user shall be able to search for new applications in the supplier’s web page after the product is sold

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The user should always be able to search for applications that the car supplier provides and are interesting for him/her to use.

BENEFIT: Easy and quick information about existing applications provided by the supplier

4. Restriction/ Risks
Searching for applications shall be allowed only in the supplier’s web page for safety reasons.

Internet connection will be required for searching.

Secure internet connection shall be ensured.

5. Requirement Source:
Marketing Department
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No
OR5.2.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Download new applications

2. Description:
The user shall be able to download new applications from the supplier’s web page after the product is sold

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The user should have access to acquire new applications that the supplier provides. These new IVI applications provided by the supplier can be downloaded on the car quickly and easily by the user.

BENEFIT: The functionality of the product is extended by those applications.

Potential profit.

4. Restriction/ Risks
Applications shall be downloaded only from the supplier’s web page for safety reasons.

Internet connection will be requires for downloading.

Secure internet connection shall be ensured.

5. Requirement Source:
Marketing Department

Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No

OR5.3.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Delete applications
2. Description:
The user shall be able to delete existing applications.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The product has limited storage space
BENEFIT: Storage space management provision.

4. Restriction/ Risks
Only non-core applications shall be possible to uninstall

5. Requirement Source:
Marketing Department

6. Dependency
No

CR6.PL – Product Level
The product shall be able to operate with other systems

OR6.1.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Safe systems coexistence

2. Description
The rendering of the HTML context shall not interfere with any other system in the car

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: Using shared resources can have negative impact on the functionality of critical systems
BENEFIT: Protect stability of critical systems and enhance safety.
4. **Restriction/ Risks**

We should reserve and limit resources for the rendering process in advance and these resources will be constantly reserved even when no rendering is performed.

The static allocation of resources increases the chances of crashing while rendering heavy context.

5. **Requirement Source**

Marketing Department

6. **Dependency**

No

**OR6.2.FeL – Feature Level**

1. **Title**

Safe browsing

2. **Description**

The user shall not be allowed to browse uncontrolled web content for safety reasons. Only connections provided by the customer backend shall be allowed.

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**

WHY: To control the content that the user can access.

BENEFIT: Increase security and stability

4. **Restriction/ Risks**

The user is not allowed to access any unauthorised web page.

Limited content

5. **Requirement Source**

Online Services Component Owner

6. **Dependency**

No
OR7.PL – Product Level

1. Title
Development time reduction

2. Description
The supplier wants to use the product for creating quickly HMIs or applications using HTML which will be rendered by the integrated rendering engine of the product.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The supplier wants the product to help reduce development time

BENEFIT: Existing third party HTML applications and HMIs will be possible to be reused

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Marketing Department

6. Dependency
No

CR8.PL – Product level

The product shall be configurable.

OR8.1.FeL – Feature level

1. Title
Feature configuration capability

2. Description:
The features of the product shall be easily configurable based on the needs of different customers.
3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**

WHY: There are different customers with different customer needs.

BENEFIT: Capability to meet the customer needs quickly through code reusability.

4. **Restriction/ Risks**

This can happen only to some extent and often it may require changes that are difficult to be met for new customer needs.

5. **Requirement Source:**

Online Services Component Owner

6. **Dependency**

No

---

**OR8.1.FuL – Functional Level**

1. **Title**

Behaviour Configuration

2. **Description:**

The user shall be able to configure the functionality of the HTML of the product based on the existing needs.

3. **Reason / Benefit / Rationale**

WHY: There are different customers which require different functional characteristics at the HTML component. For example, the scrolling feature shall be able to be configured as line by line or per page.

BENEFIT: The product will provide customisation capabilities, making it usable for different needs.

4. **Restriction/ Risks**

-

5. **Requirement Source:**

Online Services Component Owner
OR8.2.FuL – Functional Level

1. Title
Appearance Configuration

2. Description:
The user shall be able to configure the appearance of the HTML of the product based on the existing needs and their personal taste.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: There are different customers which require different visual characteristics at the HTML component.

BENEFIT: The product will provide customisation capabilities, making it usable for different needs.

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source:
Online Services Component Owner

6. Dependency
No

CR9.PL – Product level

The product shall promote driving safety.
OR9.FeL – Feature level

1. Title
Handling of distractive HTML content.

2. Description:
The content displayed in the browser window shall not be interactive when the car is in motion, so that to eliminate the chances to distract the driver’s attention while driving.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: Interactive HTML content can distract the driving concentration and become dangerous for the driver’s physical integrity
BENEFIT: Driving Safety

4. Restriction/ Risks
In order to achieve non distractive content the original content should be altered. There is a risk of loss of information

5. Requirement Source:
Online Services Component Owner

6. Dependency
No

OR10.PL – Product Level

1. Title
Low cost focus

2. Description
The product cost shall be preserved low

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: There are customers whose priority is to preserve the cost of the product low when extending its features.
BENEFIT: Market competitive advantage

4. Restriction/ Risks

5. Requirement Source
Marketing Department
Online Services Component Owner

6. Dependency
No

OR11.PL – Product Level

1. Title
HTML5 feature support

2. Description
The product shall support HTML5 features in order to be able to render HTML5 content

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: It brings HTML up to date with extended functionality (new tags and enhancements for a wide range of features) making it easier for developers to deliver what the users want better and faster.

BENEFIT: Marketing advantage for attracting suppliers who are interested to use the new HTML5 features

4. Restriction/ Risks
Necessary overhead to support the HTML5 features

5. Requirement Source
Marketing Department

6. Dependency
No
OR12.PL – Product Level

1. Title
   Cool features support

2. Description
   The product shall contain cool infotainment features

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
   WHY: The user wants to experience the wow effect on the product
   BENEFIT: Make competitive advantage

4. Restriction/ Risks
   The Wow features shall be in accordance with the other functional and non-functional requirements (e.g. shall not cause the driver distraction, shall not interfere with the other IVI systems etc.)

5. Requirement Source
   Marketing Department
   Online Services Component Owner

6. Dependency
   No

OR12.1.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
   Multiple units use

2. Description
   The product shall be able to be shown in multiple units

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
   WHY: The user wants to show the product features in screens different than the car cluster
BENEFIT: Utilisation of multiple screens allows more content to be shown that visually impresses the user

4. Restriction/ Risks

5. Requirement Source
Online Services Component Owner

6. Dependency
No

**OR12.2.FeL – Feature level**

1. Title
Media format support

2. Description:
The product shall support a variety of media formats

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The user shall be able to receive content in many different formats.

BENEFIT: Increase the amount of content that can be rendered by the product.

4. Restriction/ Risks
This can happen only to some extent and often it may require changes that are difficult to be met for new customer needs.

5. Requirement Source:
Online Services Component Owner

6. Dependency
No
CR12.3.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
3D rendering

2. Description
The product shall support rendering of 3D animation

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The HTML content of a page may require 3D rendering functionality

BENEFIT: Increased capability to render pages with such HTML content.

4. Restriction/ Risks
-

5. Requirement Source
Marketing Department

6. Dependency
No

CR13.PL – Product level

The product shall have two versions.

OR13.1.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
Widget support

2. Description
The product shall provide an advanced rendering and scripting engine, for supporting third party content in the form of multiple widgets.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: To enhance security and ensure that the rendered content follows specific standards
BENEFIT: Standards compliant predictable behavior

4. Restriction/ Risks
The available content is restricted to third party content only.
Standards overhead to ensure that the available content follows the standard.

5. Requirement Source
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No

OR13.2.FeL – Feature Level

1. Title
 Full functional browser

2. Description
The product shall provide web browsing functionality to web sites that are compatible to the HTML web standards.

3. Reason / Benefit / Rationale
WHY: The product would gain value by allowing the users to navigate to their favorite web sites from the vehicle system.

BENEFIT: Increase the connectivity of the product

4. Restriction/ Risks
Safety restrictions shall be taken into consideration

5. Requirement Source
Marketing Departement
Populus Code Developer

6. Dependency
No
Appendix B

Interview Questions

1. Can you give us a small introduction to your job tasks and your background? (How strong managerial, marketing or technical background and what responsibilities does the job have?)

2. Which are your customers?
   - Which company, what department?
   - How are they interested to your products?
   - Can you define split them in different categories according to their needs?

3. What is the main interest of the customers for the HMI suite (and in extend to the HTML component)?
   - High performance?
     - Time?
     - Quality of graphics?
   - Low energy consumption?
   - Robustness?
     - Loose coupling?
   - Low cost?
     - Memory usage?
     - Disk space?
Appendix B. Interview Questions

• other?

4. Why do you think HTML could be useful to be integrated with Populus?

5. Who mentioned the need for HTML components in Populus? (customers, developers, management,...)

• How many stakeholders have been asked?
• How many stakeholders mentioned the need?

6. Why did they want HTML components?

• Stand alone HTML components (Browser, SOA service provider etc...)?
• Complementary to another component?
• Other ideas?
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